
 

 

 

Opening: December 20 (Wednesday) 6-8 pm 
Address: BIGGERCODE Gallery, 472 Broome St. (between Broome 
and Greene) New York, NY, 10012 
Hours: Monday-Saturday 11am-7pm; Sunday 12am-6pm 
Curated by: Jiawen Song 
Press Contact: Jiawen Song (pr@fougallery.com; 1.917.628.5668); 
Bear Xiong (gallery@biggercode.com; 1.212.534.6810) 

New York - Fou Shop and BIGGERCODE Gallery are pleased to announce our first collaborative exhibition - Ren 

Studio: Extraordinary Ordinary, which will be on view at the BIGGERCODE Gallery from December 20, 2017 to January 
20, 2018. In the exhibition, Ren Studio will present the latest series of functional ceramic works including serving vessels 
(mugs, bowls, plates), teapots, jars, and vases. Each unique object connects the creator and the owner, and tells its 
own story in everyday life. The opening reception will be held at BIGGERCODE Gallery from 6 to 8 pm on December 
20, 2017.  
 
Renqian Yang, the creator behind Ren Studio, seeks to break the boundary between painting and ceramics, while 
searching for a delicate balance between the two media. For Yang, clay is her canvas. The flowing details, vivid 
brushstrokes and changing hues on the ceramic works all hold a strong painterly quality.  
 
Interested in the concept of interdependent binaries, Yang attempts to present sets of complementary colors in the 
functional ceramic works of Ren Studio. By revealing various contradictions that exist in the color field and in natural 
world, Yang’s work addresses the unity and the contradiction of dichotomies—restriction and freedom, complexity and 
simplicity, representation and abstraction. In this exhibition, Ren Studio attempts to reconcile the dichotomy between 
Extraordinary and Ordinary: the repetivity daily life is ordinary, but special experiences make it extraordinary; the 
fading memory is ordinary, but the unforgettable life events are extraordinary. We are used to the ordinary life, but 
always desire for the extraordinary happenings. The extraordinary moment is precious for its rareness. When we 
come back to everyday life, the sense of loss comes with it. Ren Studio transforms the extraordinary moments 
through ordinary objects - hand-made functional ceramic works. Intangible extraordinary moments are fabricated into 
the ordinary ceramics. Using them in daily life becomes a way to preserve the precious memories, and create new 
stories. As Yang suggests: “My hope is that the person who owns the piece in the end will continue the conversation, 
and complete the story behind each piece.” 

 
*The Press Release is written by Jiawen Song. English translation by Aubrey Wang, Jiawen Song and Echo He. 
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Ren Studio, Jar 1, Clay, 2017. 
@2017 Ren Studio, courtesy 
Fou Shop 

Ren Studio, Vase 1, Clay, 2017. 
@2017 Ren Studio, courtesy Fou 
Shop 

Ren Studio, Jar 2, Clay, 2017. 
@2017 Ren Studio, courtesy 
Fou Shop 

Ren Studio, Cup 1, Clay, 2017. 
@2017 Ren Studio, courtesy 
Fou Shop 

 


